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EDITORIAL
THE ED SAID...
A Spring edition should be joyous, should it not ?
Especially when it celebrates the 100th TIME this
publication has appeared - from its earliest days as
a broadsheet newsletter in the 1990s to the
magazine you see now.
Unfortunately, I have to strike a more subdued
note at the outset: this will be my last Fylde Ale as
editor. I will not be re-standing at our Branch AGM
in April. I reached my decision a year ago, when I
felt that just one more year would be enough for
me. But what an “interesting” year it has proved to
be! I could not have foreseen that our relationship
with publisher Studio Capital would end nor that we
would now be publishing FA on-line instead. But let
me stress, my decision pre-dated these events and
was not inﬂuenced by them.
I have already given the Branch advance notice,
and said that I am more than willing to help any
successor into the saddle. I know our Chairman,
Rob Wheatley, has put out the call on the airwaves
and I am also happy to talk to anyone who’s
interested in taking over. It would be very sad
indeed to see this splendid, prize-winning
magazine disappear altogether.
Now back to the Joys of Spring! I felt this
Centenary Edition could not pass without an FA
Retro, and, with no prompting from me, my
steadfast colleague, columnist and friend, Alan
Doggart, oﬀered to provide the needful in his latest
(perhaps last ?) Ale Tale. He’s also my predecessor,
and, in my opinion, the best editor FA has ever had
- so who better to do it!
I am also delighted to direct you to Paul O’Shea's
“homage” to Halifax. He has done a piece for FA
before and I kick myself for not seizing on his
undoubted literary gifts more often. Though how a
Yorkshireman comes by a surname like his is a
mystery to me. Another argument for keeping
borders open perhaps ?!
It’s also Gong Time, of course, so lots on all of
that. Our POTY winner, Bar 19, graces the front
cover. It may have come as a bit of a surprise to
some, but Lee is a very worthy winner and I am
delighted for him.
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Not only is he a dedicated landlord but he’s also
a loyal and hard-working supporter of this Branch.
Well done, lad !
Finally, I want to thank everyone who has
supported Fylde Ale and me over the last three
years. Contributors, distributors, advertisers and,
yes, even Studio Capital - and, Gary Walkey.
Without whom, nowt - he even holds sway over the
size of this editorial, so if there is anything miss …
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BAR 19
BRANCH PUB OF THE YEAR 2018

We have chosen Bar 19 on Queen Street in
Blackpool as our Pub of the Year for 2018. It
showed early promise when we made it our Winter
Pub of The Season in 2016. An oasis of cask ale in
an area of town that is more noted for its "fun
pubs" and 2-for-1 discounts, it beat oﬀ stiﬀ
competition from two previous POTY winners to
land the award.
A massive turnout of CAMRA members was on
hand on 23rd February to see the award presented
by Branch Chairman Rob Wheatley. Rob said
"CAMRA doesn't just visit pubs with horse brasses,
folk musicians and the like, we go anywhere that
our members like to drink, and Bar 19 is one of our
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favourite haunts.
Every time we come here we ﬁnd excellent beer
in excellent condition. We also enjoy the lively
atmosphere and friendly service. Many landlords
have said that you can't sell real ale in this part of
town - clearly Lee can. The low price probably
helps, but the quality of the beer is the main draw.
Lee has done a superb job."
Accepting the award, landlord Lee “Burner”
Rawlings said "I'd like to thank everyone who has
supported us, both the regulars and the CAMRA
members who have stood by us over the last 4
years, as well as the staﬀ. We sell keg beer even
more cheaply than cask, and yet I've converted
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many regulars and staﬀ to real ale.
Four years ago I asked the owner if I could have
one hand-pump on the bar. He said that it would
never work. Now we have four hand-pumps. Our
bar is one of the longest in Blackpool and yet most
of the customers are gathered at the end where
the hand-pumps are!”
Bar 19 used to be a china and crystal shop until its
conversion into a bar ten years ago. John Willie
Lees of Middleton were closely involved at the time
- you can still see their logo over the door - but
now it belongs to a small group of three pubs, the
other two being in Manchester.
Lee was involved in the original set-up of Bar 19
ten years ago, but, after a stint working in other
pubs in the group, came back and has been
promoting real ale here for the last four years. In
fact, he has managed pubs in three diﬀerent
CAMRA branches and now won awards in all of
them. With its late night licence, he describes the
venue as a "drinking pub by day, nightclub by
night”, but where else can you get real ale at three
in the morning? The shots and cocktails associated
with Queen Street bars are also readily available,
alongside the constantly-changing range of guest
ales. North-west breweries are well represented
and the low price charged for cask ale is certainly
no reﬂection on its quality, rather the opposite, as
the award proves. And, as added value for money,
CAMRA members can get a 10% discount oﬀ a pint
- just make sure you bring your card.
So, for a diﬀerent experience of what Blackpool has
to oﬀer these days, where better to start your town
“crawl” than Bar 19 - before moving on to explore
the other delights (which are also getting better all
the time)?
Russ Cobb

[It may come as little surprise to you that
Blackpool Cricket Club is once again our Branch
Club Of The Year. We will be making our award to
them on Thursday 5th April (from 8 pm). Will they
still have room for it ? we wonder !]
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BUT NOT
FORGETTING
OUR OTHER POTY WINNERS
It was a really close contest this year, with four
pubs in contention at the top of the POTY table. In
the end, it came down to a members’ vote at our
January Branch meeting. There was one clear
winner, but, with over 160 real ale pubs in our
area, ﬁnishing as a runner-up is still a tremendous
achievement.
So, we decided, as always, to recognise that
achievement and present each of the challengers
with an award of their own. They deserve nothing
less.

First up was the Pump & Truncheon on Bonny
Street in Blackpool. With the pub having recently
re-opened after a refurbishment, regulars were
delighted to see that, save the addition of some
new furniture, the bar didn't actually look any
diﬀerent. For the pub that won the top prize in
2017, runner-up could be seen as something of a
comedown, but manager Alex Gauthier was happy
enough as he thanked the Branch for keeping the
pub on the podium for two years. Branch Chairman
Rob Wheatley said: "This hidden gem in the back
streets of Blackpool thoroughly deserves its place
at the top table of real ale pubs." The pub has six
handpumps, but may only have three of them
working oﬀ-season. It also has restricted winter
opening, so check that out. As a sister pub to the
Brew Room, the P&T invites you to join their joint
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“Beer Buddies” scheme, but you can also enjoy a
CAMRA discount as an alternative.

No 10 Ale House
Next up was No.10 Ale House on Park Road in
St Annes. The Fylde's ﬁrst micropub won a Pub of
the Season award within months of opening, and
its meteoric rise continues with a POTY Silver
Award. Rob said: "The award reﬂects the great
strides No. 10 has made with both its beer and its
decor. This is a bar where you can be assured of
great beer, a good atmosphere and friendly,
welcoming service." Owner George White also
thanked the Branch for its support, and delighted
those present by announcing that he was hoping to
open another microbar on Whitegate Drive,
Blackpool in the near future (see Booze News). No.
10 has a buy-six-get-one-free scheme but also
oﬀers a CAMRA discount (again your choice).
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Commended award. Any disappointment landlord
Steve Norris may have felt about missing out on
the top prize was soothed by the pub being
crowned Cider Pub of the Year on the same night.
Rob said "We have always been impressed with the
range and quality of Steve's real ales, and continue
to be impressed." Presenting the Cider POTY
award, Branch Cider Pubs Oﬃcer, Vanessa Gledhill,
said: "We ﬁnd the quality and condition of the cider
here exceptional. Also, on our assessment visit, we
were impressed at the speed with which a cider
was replaced after it ran out - customer service at
its best.” Steve was delighted with his twin awards.
He thanked the Branch and praised the great team
behind him in the pub.
All three are excellent pubs. Why not pay them
all a visit, along with Bar 19, and see which one
you might have chosen as our Pub Of The Year !
Russ Cobb

SPRING PUB OF THE
SEASON
ALBERT'S ALE MICROBAR
Another winner from a pack of four at our
January Branch meeting was this year’s Spring Pub
Of The Season (POTS), Albert’s Ale MicroBar on
Albert Road in Blackpool.
At ﬁrst sight, it might seem an unusual choice it’s only open four days a week - but it was a
recognition, amongst other things, of what has
been achieved in a fairly short space of time, and
we like our POTS choices to acknowledge special
achievement.

The Taps
Finally, the perennial there-or-there-abouts
favourite, the Taps, was presented with a Highly
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George Forrest and Jennie Ransome arrived in
Blackpool from the Royal Oak in Eccles just over
two years ago, ostensibly to be nearer the sea and
the sun (what !) but more mundanely to take over
the Albert Hotel as a B&B. They were joined in this
enterprise by fellow Mancunian, Phil Booton, who,
like Jennie, had been a long-time CAMRA activist in
the Manchester area. All three decided to extend
the business by starting a real ale bar in the hotel.
This opened in February 2016, becoming (we
believe) the ﬁrst such hotel bar in the town and (so
far) its only micro pub.
The bar started out in the breakfast room of the
hotel - which presented some interesting changeof-use challenges on bar-open days - before
moving downstairs to the basement, which already
had a purpose-built bar with its own retro-style
décor (to which George and Jennie have added a
few touches of their own !).
The move enabled an upgrade from a couple of
beers on gravity to a proper bar top with two
handpumps, locally sourced real cider and an
impressive range of bottled beer (25 varieties from
Belgium alone). Since then, Albert’s has acquired a
loyal and growing fanbase and a reputation for
providing high-quality real ale. In November last
year, they even managed to lay on a beer festival
with 11 beers.
Rob Wheatley gave them their POTS award on
8th March, saying: "Albert's has gone above and
beyond the call of duty in turning the venue from a
mere hotel bar into a pub that non-residents will
actively seek out as a destination of choice,
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knowing that they will be getting good beer and a
great atmosphere."
In accepting it, George replied: "I owe a debt of
thanks to CAMRA for their support and
encouragement, locally and nationally. Many
people from other branches have seen the bar
advertised on Whatpub and have made a point of
sampling our ale." The bar has also proved popular
with hotel guests. "Our real ale-loving residents are
pleasantly surprised to see handpumps in the hotel
bar. I've even managed to convert a few kegdrinking guests to real ale."
The micropub phenomenon started a few years
ago in Kent before gradually spreading north and,
following the No.10 Ale House in St Annes and the
Craft House Beer Café in Lytham, Albert's has
helped the trend gain a ﬁrm foothold on the Fylde
Coast. The old-fashioned "drink and a chat"
atmosphere is proving to be a hit with drinkers
looking for a break from pool tables and intrusive
music. That said, Albert’s has hosted some very
successful food-and-music evenings recently.
CAMRA members can obtain a 20% discount (but
don’t forget your card). Also note the opening
hours: closed Mon-Wed; 15.00-21.00 Thurs;
15.00-22.00 Fri; 13.00-22.00 Sat; and 13.00-20.00
Sun.
Albert’s is only a few minutes’ walk from the Brew
Room on Church Street, then it’s downhill all the
way to the P&T, but, all together, this is yet
another sign of Blackpool’s recovery on the real ale
scene. Go see and sample for yourself !
Russ Cobb
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RIP WARDY
1952 - 2018

Blackpool Fylde & Wyre Branch has just lost one
of its all-time star players, IAN PHILIP WARD.
“Wardy”, as we called him, ﬁnally succumbed to
cancer on 26th January - but he refused to go
quietly and was even ﬁring oﬀ ideas for the Branch
from his hospital bed. If only we’d managed to slip
him some of his beloved Belgian beer, who knows,
he might have carried on just a bit longer!
As it is, he gave us nearly thirty years of his
best, and showed a dedication to this Branch that
has almost certainly never been matched in its
history. It started back in 1989 when he ﬁrst joined
CAMRA and attended his ﬁrst branch meeting at
the North Euston in Fleetwood, soon after arriving
on the Fylde from his native Leicestershire. Within
two years, he had become the Branch’s Vice-Chair,
then Chair, and started a Branch newsletter, “Fylde
Ale”. How’s that for a racing start!
It set a pattern of involvement that continued
almost without break thereafter. In all, he was
Branch Chairman three times, with a ﬁnal ﬁve-year
stint ending in 2013. And, when he wasn’t doing
that, he was often busy being Vice-Chair instead.
His gluttony for punishment seemed to know no
bounds. He also edited the ﬁrst thirteen issues of
“Fylde Ale” and managed to attract an amazing
variety of fellow contributors.
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Every edition was headed up by an everchanging and cooky little cartoon character, which
may or may not have been a portrait of the editor he loved a joke! He carried on contributing to
“Fylde Ale” right up to the end. He had strong
opinions about many things, which not everyone
agreed with, but his literary style was always
distinctive, witty and eminently readable.
Other roles were slotted in alongside. Pubs
Oﬃcer was a particular favourite of his and,
amongst numerous other things, he worked hard to
improve our approach to scoring beer quality for
the GBG. The monthly ritual of shouting out scores
at branch meetings became the entertainment
high spot of the night, over which Ian presided with
unchallenged and Solomon-like judgement. It’s all
computerised now, and so much more eﬃcient but
much less fun. And, just to prove he was in for the
long haul, he became a life member of CAMRA in
1999.
His day job was town-planning and he arrived
here as the Head of Development Control for
Blackpool Borough. This occasionally provoked
some ribald comment, as the changing face of
Blackpool impinged on some of our beloved
watering holes, but the town bears many
memorials to his oﬃcial work: such as Blackpool
FC’s stadium, the new tram depot, the
redevelopment of the miners’ home - and much of
the splendid new seafront, not forgetting the iconic
parrot atop Coral Island!
Something else he brought from this
background, though, was a focus on administrative
eﬃciency. He was a “one hundred percenter” (his
sons’ words for him) and, if it was worth doing, it
had to be planned and done well. So his branch
meetings were well run and kept to time. We were
a shipshape branch, which, given some of the
personalities in play, was no mean achievement!
It was no surprise then that, when the National
Members’ Weekend came back to Blackpool in
2006, Ian was chosen to head up the local liaison
organising group (BLOG) and helped ensure it was
a success and good for everyone. His prize for that
one was to be invited to take on yet another
“opportunity” and become the Lancashire Area
Organiser, a post he held from 2006 to 2015.
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This put him alongside another branch member,
Ray Jackson, at that time West Pennines’ RD, and
they turned into a very successful double-act. Until
then, Lancashire Branches’ meetings had been
ﬂagging somewhat, but Ian was able to turn that
around with his admin verve and diplomatic skill.
Yes, it was a very busy period in his CAMRA life,
with another responsibility coming his way in 2007
to run the ﬁrst Lytham Beer Festival. Getting the
ﬁrst one oﬀ the ground is always a challenge and,
all things considered, we did amazingly well,
despite running out of beer on the last day ! It was
also a chance for him to indulge one of his passions
- for foreign, especially Belgian, beer. He became a
prime mover in getting our World Beer Bar up and
running at both the Lytham and Fleetwood
festivals.
Ian retired in 2010, which gave him more time
for CAMRA and his many other hobbies. He loved
world music and became a repinique player (a type
of drummer) in a samba reggae band called
“Batala". Not an obvious choice, you might have
thought ! And, even less obvious, he was a co-DJ
with Buzz in an outﬁt called “Global Outlaws”. He
loved cycling too, doing it and watching it, and, in
quieter moments, he always had his lego and
jigsaws ! There was always a lot going on in his life,
but the closest moments were obviously with his
family. He and his wife, Diane, had been childhood
sweethearts in Leicester, and they were joined by
sons, Neil and Michael, and grandchildren, Evan
and Seb, all of whom Ian adored.
However, the idyll was to be shattered by the
news of cancer in 2014 and four gruelling years of
treatment were to follow. But Ian simply re-jigged
his life and carried on with it to the fullest possible
extent. This included his work for CAMRA,
especially his pubs oﬃcership, regional magazine
judging, regular contributions to “Fylde Ale” and
unfailing attendance at meetings, local and
regional.
All of which leaves only one other great Love of
his Life unspoken: Leicester City Football Club. The
Foxes! Their entry into the Premiership and their
triumph there in 2016 must have provided
fantastic consolation during the dark days. One of
his favourite quotes on his FB page is pure
Colemanballs (actually Peter Kay) :
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“we’re at the top and we’re going
higher!”.
Well, Wardy is at the top now and there we have
to leave him - but not before passing on our
heartfelt condolences to Diane, Neil, Michael, Evan
and Seb, Ian’s mother Ethel and brother Paul. One
thing’s for sure - this branch of CAMRA is unlikely
to ever see another Wardy.
Neil Pascoe
[Everyone will have their own memories of
Wardy. Alas, there isn’t room for them all here, but
I’m grateful for the info provided by many of you
for the above summary. However, below is just one
remembrance from someone who knew him from
his earliest days in the Branch. Terry has also
provided the group photo, which was taken on a
Branch trip to Sam Smith’s Brewery in Tadcaster in
May 1990. That’s Ian on the left. See how many
others you can recognise !]

A PERSONAL MEMORY
I ﬁrst met Ian at a Fleetwood Beer Festival in July
1989. We had a very simple ticket system for
buying beer but warned buyers that, unlike now,
there were no refunds on unused tickets. I was on
the tickets stall when this chap (Ian) asked for the
money back on his remaining tickets and became
most irate when this was refused. He had already
joined CAMRA and, when he turned up at the next
branch meeting, we recognised each other, had a
laugh about the “incident” and became friends. By
the time of our next festival in1990, Ian had
become much more involved in the Branch, and,
thanks perhaps to his inﬂuence, beer ticket refunds
(or donations to charity) were introduced for the
ﬁrst time.
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Soon after his ﬁrst branch meeting, Ian
suggested the idea of a branch newsletter. He
became the ﬁrst editor and we settled on his
suggestion (I think) of calling it “Fylde Ale”. It hit
the streets in March 1990 and I remember walking
round Fleetwood’s hostelries with him, delivering
the ﬁrst edition the day before that year’s beer
festival.
He then joined a branch group we had set up to
produce our ﬁrst local pub guide, with me as
editor. Our ﬁrst meeting was at the late-lamented
Wheatsheaf in August 1992, but the guide didn’t
actually emerge until the Fleetwood Beer Festival
of February 1994. By then, Ian was into his ﬁrst
stint as Branch Chairman and contributed an
introductory article “Who Are These CAMRA People
Anyway?”. It was full of his typical style and wit. I
think he also came up with the book’s name, “Piers
& Pints”, and got his brother, Paul, to design the
excellent cover.
Away from all this, Ian, Andrew Dowling and I
used to go on Saturday train trips to places like
Manchester and Stockport that had excellent pubs.
We were all fans of heritage pubs and traditional
beers like Holt’s. We’d get round a dozen or more
pubs in the day (with rarely more than a half in
each), have a good natter (with Ian often talking
about Leicester City and the terrible design of
Blackpool’s buildings) and then maybe end up in a
curry café.
I have some good memories from these trips. My
favourite has to be from October 2001, on probably
one of our last adventures. Our ﬁnal port of call on
a stroll round South Manchester was the Lass o’
Gowrie.
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The door was locked and there was no answer to
our knocking. However, there were signs of life
inside and, as Ian and I started shuﬄing oﬀ,
Andrew, who was determined to get in, used skills
presumably acquired as a meter-reader and took a
running jump and kick at the door. This worked
and, to our surprise, the person who opened up
was someone we knew - Jamie Rigg (stepson of Ian
Rigg, the former landlord of the Welcome in
Blackpool and soon to be a legend at the Taps in
Lytham). It turned out that Jamie was the LoG’s
licensee and the police had told all pubs in the area
to lock their doors because England were losing to
Greece in a World Cup qualiﬁer at Old Traﬀord and
the authorities feared civil unrest. Anyway, Jamie
let us in just in time to see the 93rd minute goal
from Beckham that gave England the vital result,
and we were able to enjoy our last drinks of the
day in peace and contentment!
All three of us also shared a love of continental
beers, in particular Belgian Trappist ales. In the
early 90s you could get a limited selection of these
beers at the Odd Bottle shop in Blackpool, but,
later on, we started taking regular Sunday car trips
to Beer Paradise in Leeds. They stocked a vast
array of beers and it was worth the eﬀort to get
bottles of Rochefort 10! The other highlight of the
trip was listening to the music tapes we each
brought along to while away the journey. Amazing
what discoveries we made about each other that
way !
Happy Days and Happy Memories !
Terry Gorst
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APPLE PRESS
HOW WE PICKED THE CIDER POTY FOR
2018
It was a dark and stormy night. Well, not so
much stormy as extremely cold and windy, which
is why I was so grateful that those hardy souls in
the picture accompanied me on the Branch cider
survey trip on the evening of Thursday, February
15.
Mark Lewis, Julie Davidson, Rose Marie Gledhill,
Jimmy Charlesworth, Rob Wheatley, Lee Rawlings,
Alastair Blair, Angela Jones, Rick Pickup, Kevin
Potts, Phil Booton and I visited pubs that I’d heard
sold good quality real cider. Everyone had to
complete a survey form to score the pubs on
various criteria, most importantly the quality and
condition of the real cider.
First stop was the Royal Oak, aﬀectionately
known as “Dead Un’s”, on Lord Street, Fleetwood.
As well as an excellent real ale range, they served
Westons’ Old Rosie, which was in excellent
condition – it’s apparently very popular, so the
regular turnover would account for its great
condition.
After that we headed to the Brew Room, Church
Street, Blackpool. This recently-opened brewpub
also sells a constantly changing range of ciders,
including the ones we tried, which were
Winkleigh’s Sam’s Autumn Scrumpy, Thistly Cross’
Jaggy Thistle and a very interesting collaboration
between the brewers Tiny Rebel and cidermaker
Hogans’ Protanopia.
Round the corner we went, to the great little
hotel bar in the basement of the Albert Hotel, on
Albert Road, Abert’s Ale Microbar. Two ciders were
served, one of which was produced fairly locally in
Bolton, Red Bank’s Early Harvest. As well as the
ciders they sell an extremely impressive selection
of Belgian beers and at least two real ales. As Phil,
one of our merry band – and we were merry by
that point – works in the Albert, he very properly
declined to score the pub.
We then made our way to St Annes, where we
visited the No 10 Ale House, where we sampled
some more top notch Old Rosie. As well as real
cider, they have a wide range of real ales and a
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rather impressive gin selection. That’s where the
picture of us was taken. You can tell that the
evening is rather advanced !
Our ﬁnal stop was the Taps on Henry Street,
Lytham. As well as the extremely popular Old
Rosie, we were treated to some Harry’s Cider. As
ever, the service and atmosphere were amazing,
and we ended our little jaunt on a very happy note.
The story isn’t over, however, as we also wanted
to include the Pump and Truncheon, Bonny
Street, Blackpool for consideration, and it wasn’t
open that evening. As luck would have it, though,
the following evening we had a branch
presentation there for the Silver Award for the real
ale. Most of us who’d been on the survey trip were
present for this, so I dished out the survey forms as
we tried the very pleasant Twisted Misty.
The competition was pretty close – real cider on
the Fylde Coast is getting better and better – but
the winner was the Taps. Comments received on
the judging forms not only praised the quality and
condition of the cider but the fact that it was
chilled, which becomes more important in the
summer months. Add to that the superb customer
service, great décor and marvellous atmosphere,
and you have a real winner. We presented the
certiﬁcate on the evening of March 23 to landlord
Steve Norris, who thanked us but was very quick to
give credit to his team.
Many thanks to those who came along on the
trip, to those who support the Branch and the pubs
by attending presentations, to the pubs for putting
on great real ciders, and most particular thanks to
Bill Dean, of Dean Travel, who ferried us round in
his bus, with great eﬃciency and patience.
Please support real cider in pubs by giving it a
try!
Vanessa Gledhill
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AL'S ALE TALE
A SHORT HISTORY OF FYLDE ALE

CAMRA, the most successful single-issue
consumer organisation in history, was born on
Wednesday 16th March 1971, its parents four men
from the North West of England who were
disillusioned by the “Big Six” domination of the UK
beer market - six breweries that were hellbent on
destroying a unique British beer style. By January
1972, CAMRA’s 5,000 members needed a
newsletter to keep them informed about issues and
policies; hence the launch of “What’s Brewing”.
Regional branches then slowly followed suit with
their own newsletters.
By June 1973, there was a West Lancashire
Branch, which covered Lancashire as far west as
the Fylde, and a year later that group split and
Blackpool Fylde and Wyre Branch was formed. At
that time, most of its membership and committee
were concentrated in the north Fylde - in
Fleetwood, Thornton Cleveleys and Poulton-leFylde - and many supporters appeared to be
employed by ICI at Thornton. People like Ken

blackpool.camra.org.uk

Hargreaves, John Hammond, Steve and Danny
Crane and Neil Schoﬁeld took up some of the ﬁrst
committee posts.
In 1978 West Lancs produced one of the ﬁrst
newsletters in the area, “Ale Cry”, but it wasn’t
until March 1990 that our ﬁrst copy of “Fylde Ale”
appeared. Its editor was the late Ian Ward, with
Terry Gorst, Andrew Dowling and Gary Walkey
helping. The 150 copies of the A4-size, doublesided news-sheet was printed on Blackpool Town
Hall’s photocopier, with the cost of printing being
paid by pub sponsors such as the Wyre Lounge,
Fleetwood. The ﬁrst issue of FA presented this
much missed pub as the Branch’s 1989 Pub Of The
Year, chosen from a short list that included the
Eagle and Child at Wharles, the Saddle and the
Running Pump in Catforth. The winner was
described as “one of the most sparkling jewels in
Fleetwood’s real ale crown”. There was also a
report by Dave Owen on a South Fylde survey trip
aimed at improving membership in that area. This,
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along with a short branch programme, was the
sum total of FA Issue Number 1.
However, I have information that proves this
wasn’t the Branch’s ﬁrst attempt at a newsletter. I
had heard rumours of something appearing almost
a decade earlier. Then I struck gold. I managed to
get hold of a publication entitled “Fylde Fermenter”
dated September 1982. This was edited by local
CAMRA stalwart, Ken Hargreaves. Although not
numbered, it seems there were at least three such
publications. It was a well-produced, eight page
magazine, professionally printed by Alex Pilling Ltd.
On the cover was “Free for FRADS” (I guessed that
to be “FYLDE REAL ALE DRINKERS SOCIETY”), so it
may not have had an oﬃcial CAMRA connection. It
was a wonderful read, bringing back lots of
memories. The front page was headed “FOLK PUBS
OF THE FYLDE” and listed no less than eight local
pubs and clubs that held regular folk evenings. This
brought back memories of Tuesday evenings in the
Kings Arms on Talbot Road, listening to the
Taverners and enjoying Higson’s Bitter (a
wonderful beer) – all now sadly gone. Although I
had been a CAMRA member for a number of years,
it was at that venue I ﬁrst met some of our local
members and was encouraged to work at the next
Fleetwood festival.
By the 1990’s, I had long been interested in the
magic of beer, but my tastes had moved on from
the traditional bland, brown British beer styles. For
many years, I had been fascinated by the amazing
range of Belgian styles and discovered the new
exciting beers coming out of the USA. As early as
1970, I discovered that these beers weren’t
available outside their country of origin, quite often
not even outside the area where they were
brewed. To fund my regular visits abroad to ﬁnd
them, I began selling articles about these beers,
bars and breweries to airlines for publication in
their in-ﬂight magazine, and amongst my
customers were Sabena, KLM, Air France, Pan Am,
American Airlines and more.
My ability to write with enthusiasm about what
others thought of as a mundane subject indirectly
led to my appointment, in the late 1980’s, as editor
of the Court Service monthly magazine “Court in
the Act” (CitA) - as a kind of extension of my day
job. By the 1990’s I was regularly attending local
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CAMRA meetings and working at beer festivals.
Although I was never interested in volunteering for
any committee posts, I became aware that, in the
late 90’s, FA was looking for a new editor. The
original founders had not really moved the
magazine on. It still consisted of a doubled sided,
Roneo’d A4 sheet, produced only very occasionally.
Andrew Dowling and I became joint editors in 1998
and the following year Andrew left the job in my
hands.
I wanted the magazine to appear at regular
intervals, sell some advertising (so we could cover
costs and improve presentation) and ensure copies
got to all our local members. Initially, I used
Microsoft Publisher to lay out the ﬁnished article.
We used pictures but only line drawings. I
approached Forsyth & Steele in Poulton to do the
printing and the two partners, Ian and Rob, were
amazingly helpful and enthusiastic, and both of
them were real ale fans. To move the presentation
up a notch, they loaned me a copy of a very
expensive professional publishing programme and
helped me develop the skills to use it. This resulted
in a multi-page, A4 size, glossy magazine, with
razor sharp illustrations and a real professional
look about it.
This happened at the end of 2003, but I found
quite a diﬀerence between the production of CitA
and FA. For a judicial magazine like CitA, I had to
interview, and get contributions from, all kind of
professional people - solicitors, barristers,
registrars, County, Crown and High Court judges,
MP’s and even Cabinet Ministers. When I had to
cut, chop and change their articles, they all
accepted this without fuss. But when I had to edit
FA articles from your regular ordinary members trying to cut out repetitions, clichés, irrelevancies
and, most importantly, potential libels and
defamations - they played holy hell. Bloody
amateurs!
One of the big stories I covered in FA was the
2006 CAMRA Members’ Weekend, which took place
in Blackpool’s Winter Gardens. That also saw our
ﬁrst full colour magazine, thanks to the generosity
of Thwaites Brewery. Ted Bruning, at that time lead
writer for “What’s Brewing”, told me then that he
was a fan of FYLDE ALE, which he saw as a
magazine, not just a newsletter. He was amazed
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that our Regional Director had never listed it in the
“Most Improved Magazine ” category for a Regional
CAMRA award. It was no surprise at all to me.
In 2006 I passed FA on to Marie Gledhill, who
took care of it while I had a couple of years oﬀ.
Naturally, she contributed some valuable changes
herself: the format moved to A5 and this allowed
more colour features to appear.
Then Marian and I came back to it in 2008. This
heralded the next major change in FA, when we
signed up with Matelot Marketing and Tanmoko
Design to produce a ﬁne looking, professional
magazine. These ﬁrms were market leaders in
publishing this type of product. Seven trouble-free
years followed, working happily with Neil and Dan
from those companies - leaving them with the
cares of advertising and production costs, and
leaving us free to concentrate on the magazine’s
editorial content.
Another change we had to accept was about
distribution. At one time, FA had been distributed
by volunteers to every Branch member as well as
to our pubs. But, as our membership numbers grew
(now over 2,800), this became an increasingly
impractical burden on Marian and me (we had to
put copies of FA into personally addressed
envelopes) and to all the volunteer distributors.
Eventually we gave in to the inevitable and
restricted distribution to pubs only. Some diehards
protested, but there was no longer any sensible
alternative.
That brings me to the vital importance of helpers
in all this. Wardy would probably have been at a
complete loss without his in the early days of the
FA newsletter. And I would have been too.
Not only the contributors and distributors, but
also my dear wife, Marian - as aide, counsellor and
preserver of my sanity! I cannot thank her and
everyone else enough.
By 2015 old age had
caught up with me, I had been diagnosed with
Parkinson’s Disease, which left me with problems
physical and mental, so we decided to retire
gracefully. Our years with FA brought us many
friends and it is still a pleasure to be stopped in the
street by strangers who recognise us and say how
much they enjoyed the magazine. One amazingly
popular feature was “A Postcard From ...”. Each
edition chose a diﬀerent city, area, country and
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told about good bars, beers and things of interest.
That brought in lots of letters, often from people
who had built an enjoyable holiday around my
recommendations. When J. D Wetherspoon opened
their amazing, three-storey Velvet Coaster pub in
Blackpool (the biggest in the UK), they were kind
enough to mark the event by asking me to pull the
ﬁrst pint of beer! What a fantastic note to ﬁnish on!
Fortunately, my friend and fellow enthusiast, Neil
Pascoe, was prepared to take over the magazine
from me and the story of FYLDE ALE has been able
to continue. Long may it do so!
Alan Doggart
[You might wonder what has happened to FA since
Alan and Marian’s retirement in 2015. Well, I don’t
want to add much to Alan’s excellent and
fascinating story. You can see what FA now looks
like in this edition and in some of its more recent
predecessors, still available on-line - and then form
your own view. But the ﬁgures speak for
themselves. Alan edited FA for (by my estimate) 14
years all told and produced some 62 editions. My
own paltry contribution has been 3 years and 10
editions. He is up with there with the other great
stalwarts of this Branch, such as Ian Ward (who,
amongst his many other achievements, produced
the ﬁrst 13 editions of FA). Alas, our arrangement
with Matelot did not long survive Alan’s editorship,
and that with its successor, Studio Capital, started
well but also foundered eventually. This happened
on my watch, so I cannot escape all of the blame. I
am told magazine publishing like this is not the
lucrative business it once was, though Matelot still
manages somehow to continue publishing CAMRA
mags. We once published FA ourselves (Alan did it
in his ﬁrst period of editorship), but problems
emerged later on and we switched to Matelot. The
current expedient of publishing on-line is better
than nothing but is not (in my opinion) as eﬀective
a campaigning approach as hard copy. My own
assessment was (and still is) that, to avoid past
problems and manage the commercial risks
properly, hard copy self-publishing requires more
than one person. Ideally, I think it needs a small,
dedicated team - much as Central Lancs have for
“Ale Cry”. But that is a thought that I must now
pass on to any new editor - with my best wishes for
the future. Neil Pascoe]
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FROM HELL, HULL
AND HALIFAX
GOOD LORD DELIVER US
Back in the 16th Century Yorkshire was a tough
place to be, especially if you were light- ﬁngered.
Perhaps the worst place to be caught thieving was
Halifax, where, if you were found with more than
thirteen and a half pence of stolen property or
admitted stealing it, you were summarily executed
by the gruesome Gibbet. This contraption was used
to decapitate oﬀenders and was an early version of
the Guillotine. Halifax hung on to this method long
after it was abolished elsewhere and it fell to Oliver
Cromwell to eventually outlaw it, but even today a
full size replica still stands on the aptly named
Gibbet Street.

In the last few years the town’s real ale oﬀering
has improved dramatically and I’d like to take you
round a few of my favourites, some well known and
one or two that you might not be so familiar with.
I like to stop oﬀ at Halifax for pre- and postmatch drinks when my team Bradford (Park
Avenue) are playing at home, and I use good old
Northern Rail, so the ﬁrst port of call is the classic
Three Pigeons. This Grade 2-listed Good Beer
Guide regular is now owned by Ossett Brewery and
the superb interior is matched by the beer on oﬀer.

Thankfully nowadays, justice is dispensed by
more conventional means and this proud West
Yorkshire town is gaining a reputation for
something much more enjoyable without having to
lose your head.
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As well as at least three of their own ales , White
Rat is a regular, plus four other guests. Take some
time to explore the ﬁve rooms but don’t miss the
ceiling by the bar, a gem ! No wonder this pub is in
CAMRA’s National Inventory.

Royal Oak
On to the next stop. Head back towards the town
centre and walk up New Road until you come to
the Royal Oak, until recently called Dirty Dicks but
now back to the original name. Another Grade 2listed pub, this was built in 1931 as the brewery
tap for Ramsdens and used a lot of timbers from
HMS Newcastle. A good old-fashioned boozer with
9 hand pumps including the house beer by Acorn,
plus eight others which could be from just about
anywhere, and all keenly priced.

Onwards and upwards but not so far this time,
behind the Halifax Civic Theatre on Powell Street is
the tremendous Victorian Craft Beer Café.
Previously a restaurant, this has perhaps the
largest choice of cask ales in town, alongside an
even larger choice of craft beers, if that is your
thing. Again, beers sourced nationally but expect
to see some of the new wave Manchester
breweries and often Salopian. On my last visit they
had a Back-to- Black beer festival, all ten beers
being stouts, porters or strong milds, a belting idea
on a freezing Saturday afternoon. Not the cheapest
in town but for quality I will gladly pay.

Victorian Craft Beer Cafe

Grayston Unity

blackpool.camra.org.uk
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Previously a shop, this is a wonderful place to
stop for a few beers before crossing the road to the
bus station. Space being at a premium, the stillage
is behind perspex screens at the back of the bar, A
choice of six cask beers, often Vocation and
Salopian, this well run, busy micro is well worth
missing your bus for.

Come out of the Café and turn left and keep
going across the town centre making the Town Hall
your target. It’s such a compact place that in
minutes you will arrive at the ﬁrst of two micropubs
that I always visit, the Grayston Unity. Without
doubt the smallest establishment on this tour but
full of character and quirky to boot. By the side
door of the town hall, in a listed building, the ﬁrst
thing you notice is the high ceiling and arched
doorway. It is cramped with seating for a dozen at
a push but then squeeze past the bar and marvel
at the Art Deco living room complete with settee
and coﬀee table, slightly bizarre but I like it. Four
cask beers with Chinook from Goose Eye an ever
present. Claims to be the smallest music venue in
the country.
Going downhill, literally, and only seconds away
is the second micro, the Pump Room.

Ring O' Bells
It’s usually at this point I head oﬀ to the match,
but, after last Saturday’s terrible home defeat,
we’ll pretend that, via the beer time machine,
we’re back in town. Looking for solace, I head for
the parish church, not for divine help but for the
Ring O’Bells. Probably the oldest pub in town, this
is a no-nonsense, two-roomed pub. Beers from
Acorn are often available and a friendly welcome is
always guaranteed.

Pump Room
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Just time for a last one - and to do an article
about Halifax without mentioning the Piece Hall
would be criminal. This is an unbelievable example
of Georgian architecture. Built in 1779 for the
purpose of trading cloth. After years of neglect, it
was saved and turned into a hub for small
businesses, but, more recently, Heritage Lottery
funding has now transformed it into a place that
would be a jewel for any city or town. An amazing
building with a huge space inside, which, at
nighttime, takes on a whole new aspect. Alongside
this renovation a new art centre with theatre and
cinema has opened, called the Square Chapel. It
contains a café bar that stocks an eclectic choice of
four ales, a good example being the Wishbone
Madjul, a date-and-liquorice porter that I had on a
recent visit. I’ve missed out a good few pubs, but,
before I get it in the neck, these are just my
personal favourites and they make up for the
frequent disappointments that football brings.
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Square Chapel
So go on, have a trip to Halifax for tasty beer,
interesting pubs and bars - and friendly folk who (I
think) no longer have the urge to chop your head
oﬀ !
Paul O’Shea
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DOWN ON THE FARM
AT FARM YARD ALES
We “beer connoisseurs” are always thrilled when
new brewers and their beers appear on the scene.
And, of course, the beer “tickers” go mental ! But,
alas, as so often in life, reality doesn’t always
match expectation, and several new brewing startups seem to struggle to hit the spot and please the
palate.
So it is with relief and pleasure that I can report
on one of the latest on the Fylde, which has not
suﬀered this fate and has, in fact, enjoyed a very
successful launch. There is still much to do, but its
reputation for good beer is growing fast. I refer to
Farm Yard Ales in Cockerham. Strictly speaking,
it is in the domain of our sister branch, Lunesdale,
but we in BF&W have taken it to our heart,
especially after the success of its beers at
February’s Fleetwood festival.
Its founder is Steven Holmes and it is located on
his Moss Edge farm between Pilling and
Cockerham. You turn oﬀ the A588 and go down
Gulf Lane (a 20 minute walk) before coming to the
purpose-built brewery itself. I paid it a visit recently
along with its Brewery Liaison Oﬃcer, Hilary
Woodhead, and husband Geoﬀ, and we spent a
splendid hour or two with Steve.
He’s just turned thirty and is the sixth generation
of his family here. The farm’s dairy business took a
hit when the milk quotas stopped and, although
Steve keeps the farm ticking over and even does
milk collections to top up the family coﬀers, he felt
he needed something extra to create (as he says
on the brewery website) “a sustainable business
for himself and future generations”.
The passion for brewing came from visits to the
breweries of Hawkshead, Vocation and Dave
Porter, but his initial name of Wingman Beers for
his own didn’t seem quite right and he changed it
to the current one. As many do, he started out with
some small-scale exploratory home-brewing, but a
successful pitch to Prince Charles’s Countryside
Fund secured the use of a brand new Landrover for
a year in 2016, and he had further good fortune
when he persuaded Darius Darwell to come on
board as brewer.
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Darius has considerable experience of brewing in
Australia and then back in the UK with the likes of
Bristol Beer Factory. He abandoned plans for a
brewery of his own to join Farm Yard, and has
brought with him not only his own passion and
experience but also a wealth of contacts in the
trade.
The whole brewery (including the building) was
erected from scratch, and Johnson Brewing Design
of Bury supplied the brand new brew kit. This
provides a 12 BBL brew capacity, which allows
good room for expansion, and to this was added a
mill to grind their own malt (Steve’s farming
instinct told him it’s more cost-eﬀective and
ensures grist that’s “fresher than a penguin’s
beak” - we’ll take that comparison at its face value
!). And so, in June 2017, they were ready to start
with their ﬁrst brew.
Throughout, Steve has had the support of his
family: his wife, mother, sisters and especially his
father. So it’s very much a family business. Others
have helped along the way, such as his friend
Vincent, and Lorna has just joined them to help
with admin and sales.
He has settled on a core of seven caskconditioned beers initially - with plans to develop a
dark mild as an eighth: Chaﬀ, Fruit Infused IPA,
Gulf IPA, Haybob, Hoof, Holmes Stead and Sheaf
Pale Ale. Each one is carefully designed to have its
own distinctive character, and, if you browse the
brewery website (below), you will see how and
why. As you can probably work out for yourselves,
the names have mainly farming or family
connotations. Haybob refers to a screwed-up
delivery of malt by his father (Bob) but has become
one of the brewery’s best sellers, along with
Holmes Stead.
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Like many farms hereabouts, Moss Edge has its
own well, which supplies the water they use in the
brewery (it only needs burtonising). Steve would
love to grow his own malt too, but Fylde soil isn’t
ideal for that, so he mainly uses a British brand
called Propino, with Cara for dark beers and
German malts for their kegged Hof Lager. Hop
varieties are mainly Admiral or new world (like
Nelson Sauvin) and some of the beers are dryhopped too. Lactose appears in the very tasty Hoof
Coﬀee Milk Stout in association with the local ﬁrm
of Atkinson’s. And, as you might expect on a farm,
brewery waste goes back onto the land.
To ensure good market coverage, Steve decided
to diversify his packaging, so beer is available in
cask (ﬁrkins), can, bottle and key keg. The canning
and bottling have to be done under contract
elsewhere, but he aims to bring the canning inhouse later this year. That will cut costs and give
him better quality control. It also opens up the
prospect of doing some contract canning himself.
The key challenge facing all new breweries is
distribution. At least diversiﬁed packaging provides
a wider market for Farm Yard products, but they
are ﬁnding the cask market a testing one to break
into. It is crowded with cut-price beer and Steve is
unwilling to play that game with his own high
quality products. Fortunately, there are outlets that
appreciate that and realise that his beers are worth
the extra cost. For example, the Cartford Inn in
Little Eccleston now has his Giddy Kipper as a
house beer, and very nice it is too.
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Of course, another answer is to bring the
business to you. Almost as an afterthought, Steve
developed a bar over the cold store area in the
brewery (we enjoyed his hospitality up there). The
bar is open to the public three days a week:
Fridays from 4.30pm, Saturdays 12 till late and
Sundays 12 till 7’ish. They have had some very
successful food-and-music nights, and there’s an
open night every ﬁrst Saturday in the month.
Although it’s a bit of a hike up Gulf Lane, the locals
and near-by caravanners seem to love it. If you
fancy joining in (and I recommend you do), the 89
bus drops you oﬀ at the bottom on the A588.
For this and other reasons, Steve plans to extend
his building in the near future - which, amongst
other essentials, will bring improved toilets ! It may
be too early to talk seriously about the longer term
future, but Steve has innovative and progressive
ideas. He would like Farm Yard to become a wellestablished brand. At the same time, he doesn’t
want the business to lose its original, local identity
or its personal touch.
Steve struck me as someone who ﬁts the clichéd
description of a young man with a wise head on his
shoulders. Above all, Darius and he brew some
damn ﬁne beer. Check out his website
(www.farmyardales.co.uk) and then try some.
Even better, pay him a call and have some at
source. He’d love to see you !
Neil Pascoe
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FLEETWOOD 2018
Well, the year has come around again, and
February marked the time for the 36th annual
Fleetwood Beer & Cider Festival. This year’s
event was a little overshadowed by the sad and
untimely demise of Mr Ian Ward, who has been a
major driving force behind the Festival for as long
as certainly I can remember, and whose inﬂuence
can still be felt in the Hall. Also remembered was
festival stalwart Mike Purcell, whose trademark
Sarah Hughes Dark Ruby Mild sold well on the bar
named in his honour.

But, beyond these sadnesses, the festival itself
was a great success. We had innovation, in the
shape of the Gin and Prosecco bar operated by the
venue, and the catering vans outside.
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There was entertainment, in the shape of One
Eyed Jack on the Friday night, and the very well
received Versions on the Saturday. In what is
becoming a festival tradition, the Old Boys Band
played on the Saturday afternoon.
It has to be said that the Friday evening was
quieter than we have been used to, but it did make
for a less frantic, more relaxed atmosphere. Our
selection of beers and ciders was well received and
in great condition, and the event passed oﬀ
without any major problems, with a good selection
in great condition being maintained right to the
end of the Saturday night. Yet again, thanks to the
generosity of you the customer, we were able to
donate a goodly sum to Fleetwood RNLI - this year
£ 400.

Another festival to be proud of, and a credit to
everyone who volunteered !
Rob Wheatley
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BOOZE NEWS
ON LOCAL PUBS & CLUBS
An update on the watering holes of Blackpool,
Fylde & Wyre. With thanks to the following
contributors: Phill Marquis, Mark Lewis, Ray Jackson
and Neil Pascoe.

OPENINGS
After its successful festive “taster”, Lytham
Brewery’s Tap & Vent Brewhouse on Poulton
Street in Kirkham has now opened for real. It is
landlord Mick Gillett’s ﬁrst pub. He has worked in
the hospitality trade before and is a local man from
Wesham. The pub has a pleasing, modern caféstyle to it. There are 8 hand pumps (though not all
may be in business initially) and these will
dispense a mix of Lytham and other beers. Foreign
bottled beers and keg craft are also available. At
the time of writing, its new microbrewery (to be
called “Progress”) has yet to be fully installed and
is still awaiting its brewing licence, but watch that
space. Closed Mondays, but otherwise open as
follows: 4-11 Tuesday & Wednesday; 12-11 for the
rest of the week. First reports are very favourable.
And there’s a 20p per pint discount for CAMRA
members (with card).
George White of No 10 Ale House fame in St
Annes is planning to branch out as well, with his
second micro pub. It will be in a former
chiropodist’s on Whitegate Drive in Blackpool (just
down from the Saddle). The premises licence has
been approved, but there are still several other
things to sort out (including the necessary readies
from the bank or wherever), so there’s no
projected opening date just yet. All power to your
elbow, George !
There appears to have been a stay of execution
for the Hop in Blackpool. The borough bought if oﬀ
Greene King with a view to re-development as part
of the Talbot Gateway. However, as this appears to
be some way oﬀ, it has been taken over for the
time being by Blackpool Entertainment (who run
the Winter Gardens). It has had a mini-refurb and
reopened on 23rd March (with the “oﬃcial”
opening on 30th).
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It didn’t have real ale before but does now
seemingly - ﬁrst-hand reports have yet to arrive.
But, as for its longer term fate, who knows probably not great.
We had hoped to report good news on Funky
Beers’ proposed new micro pub in Poulton.
However, they are still in the locked horns position
with Wyre Council over planning permission re
change of use. We can only wait and hope for the
best.
More pleasing to report that the 1887 Brew
Room in Blackpool is now well and truly into its
stride. It is exciting a lot of interest and a dedicated
following of “Beer Buddies” (ask at the bar about
that). Already it has had two brewery “takeover”
evenings with Fyne and Tiny Rebel, and its own
brewery is now in production, thus earning it a
place in “Brews News” below

CLOSINGS
The good news about the Gavel (formerly
Auctioneer) in Blackpool was short-lived. There
appear to have been ﬁnancial problems and it
closed, only to reopen shorty after, under new
management. Presumably its future is back in the
hands of owner, Hawthorn Leisure. Unfortunately,
the future of Hawthorn itself is now in doubt - it’s
up for sale - so uncertainty all round. There was an
ACV listing on the Auctioneer previously, but that
fell by the wayside some time ago. Pity.
Further aﬁeld on the Fylde, the Punchbowl in
Churchtown has also closed. Word has it that the
leasee was unhappy about a rent increase.
Presumably they decided not to pursue their case
under the new Pubs Code - that is, if they even
knew about it.

CHANGES
The Air Balloon by the airport has re-opened
after a refurb, and it’s looking very pleasant. Abbot
and GK IPA were available on visit and in decent
order, with two unused handpulls oﬀering the
potential for something more. The new manager,
Paul, says they can get at least one beer via SIBA,
but much (as ever) depends on the custom for real
ale. Now that the airport seems to be turning into a
college/housing estate, the catchment area for the
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pub may be improving. Let’s hope so, and good
luck to Paul and his new team. We hear that
Martin, the landlord of the Hand & Dagger in
Salwick, is in the process of buying the pub from
Admiral, which should give him more leeway with
beer selection (he has two beers on hand pump at
the moment). From recent visits, it looks as if the
food trade there is doing well too.
After its recent notoriety (a murder on the
premises), Gillespies is up for sale by auction. The
asking price is thought to be in the region of £
250k, but it seems there were no takers at the
initial auction in February.
There has been much speculation about the
Halfway House on Squires Gate Lane. There is
clearly substantial work going on to the exterior.
Perhaps it’s on its way to becoming another
“sports bar”. Whoopee do !
David Dickson has arrived as the new manager
of the Town House in St Annes. He says he hopes
to widen the range of real ales on oﬀer, using SIBA
as a source. We shall watch with interest.
Moving on to Kirkham, Emma has arrived as the
new landlady at the Black Horse. Heineken/Red
Star have given it a decent refurb, and we wish her
well.

Fortunately, the ACV on the pub is still intact, so,
whatever happens, EI cannot do what they like
with it.
As previously anticipated, the Star in South
Shore has now been demolished. Once they are
gone, they are gone - and it’s gone.
Finally, in consideration of his contribution to this
page, Raymond Jackson wishes it to be known
that he seeks two things for his collections: “Fylde
Ale” No 65 (for Summer 2008) and “What’s
Brewing” for October 2017. If you possess what
Ray desires and wish to please him, contact him
direct on (tel) 404143. Any pecuniary
arrangements are negotiable between the two of
you and not the responsibility of “Fylde Ale” or its
editor !
[CAMRA DISCOUNTS - some have asked us why
Fylde Ale no longer lists the pubs in our area that
oﬀer CAMRA discounts. The reason is that this info
is already available on this Branch website: click on
“Pubs” and then “Discount Scheme Pubs”.]

SUNDRY OTHERS

3 PIERS BREWERY
info@3piersbrewery.com

The Trawl Boat in St Annes seems determined
to raise its real ale proﬁle. CAMRA members can
enjoy beer at £ 1.75 a pint on Wednesdays after 6
pm (on production of their card). They may also be
hosting meet-the-brewer nights - and another
(local) beer fest !
Real ale is also seemingly now available at one
of the remotest and most curious of our Fylde
coast pubs, the Burn Naze in Thornton. An
exploratory expedition may be needed, and if
anyone lives to tell the tale ….. !
The Fairhaven in Ansdell remains closed, but
there is a new sign outside announcing that a “free
of tie lease” is on oﬀer. This should give more
leeway to any incoming leasee with the drinks side
of the business, but they would presumably still be
faced with Enterprise Inns’ approach to business
generally and rent increases in particular.
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BREWS NEWS
YOUR LOCAL BREWERY NEWS

Michael is still extremely busy and
was recently brewing till 11pm.
Attached are his three new brews:
* Hop Cross Bunny - a 4 % Easter
brew with Cascade hops and a subtle citrus and
fruity aroma. * Hymns & Arias - a 3.9 % amber ale
with Six Nations rugby in mind, moreish and with
quite a fruity aroma. * Little Bastard - a 7.4%
English ale, smooth and warming, with Summit and
Chinook hops and a burst of port to give it a kick,.
Regrettably, the beers can only be found locally at
Fulwood Cricket Club and Knott End Working Men’s
Club, but Michael is hoping to widen local
availability soon.
Tim Shipway
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CHAPEL STREET BREWHOUSE
www.thatchedhousepoulton.co.uk
Brewing is happening less
frequently at present with Declan
and Ben producing about one a
week (eg Gold or Stout) and only
now for the Thatched.
Rick Pickup

FUZZY DUCK BREWERY
www.fuzzyduckbrewery.co.uk
Latest specials out of Fuzzy Duck
include a Plum Porter, and singlehopped beers (Galaxy and
Fusion). Beers are now appearing
fairly regularly at the Washington,
Bar 19 and the Gavel in Blackpool.
Equally happily, Ben has
continued his run of awards with Mucky Duck
winning overall silver at the recent Lancaster Beer
Festival run by the local Round Table.
Rick Pickup

LYTHAM BREWERY
www.lythambrewery.co.uk
We have just launched a new beer
to honour Lancashire cricketer,
Steven Croft - Crofty’s. It’s a 3.8
% pale ale and the launch took
place at the Taps’ Lancashire
cricket night on 8th March. Steven is a past
Captain of Lancashire and a former neighbour of
ours, and this is his testimonial year. We intend to
brew the beer throughout the year, so please
contact us if you would like to order some.
Our next beers in the “Animals” series will be: Top
Dog (in April - a 4.4 % ruby ale); Bumble (in May - a
4.2 % golden beer infused with honey); and Angry
Bird (a 4 % golden session ale). There will also be
some old favourites arriving as our Spring
seasonals: Berry Blonde (a 4.1 % pale blonde beer
infused with English cherries); Lowther (a 3.9 %
golden beer); Epic (a refreshing 4.4 % golden beer
hopped as per the name !); and English Ale ( a fullbodied amber ale using English hops).
Julie Booker
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ROCK SOLID BREWING CO
rocksolidbrewingcompany@gmail.com
We have teamed up with a local
pork butcher’s to produce a range
of pies with our Oameal Stout in
them. Amarillo Gold was launched
at February’s Fleetwood Festival.
A new single-hopped Citra is
appearing at No 10 Ale House in St Annes.
Our ﬁrst open-air bar of 2018 will at a St George’s
Day event supporting the Friends of Jean
Stansﬁeld. Ten litre bag-in-a-box beers are now
available for parties etc from the brewery. Just
contact us above.
Vin Hamer

SKIPPOOL CREEK BREWERY
www.skippool.creek.co.uk
Mark is concentrating more on the
bottling side of the business and
is now only brewing cask beers to
order. Farmers’ markets and the
like are still a key focus for sales.
Black Oar Stout is now a
permanent beer. Production is
restricted by the size of the brewer’s garage, but
plans are being considered to expand capacity.
Lee Rawlings

WEST COAST ROCK BREWERY
Tel. or text 07903 324693
Based at the 1887 Brew Room in
Blackpool, WCR produced their
ﬁrst brew on 15th Jan (a 4.0 %
pale ale called First Draught) with
brewer Andy Daubney at the
helm.
A second version, with several tweaks to the
recipe, was produced a couple of weeks later and
re-named Sir Jimmy (in memory of Jimmy
Armﬁeld). This has been tweaked yet again as
Merry Stripes and is close to being ﬁnalised as a
permanent beer. A deep and dry 4.2% stout called
Oyston Stout has also been produced, with another
version that features blueberries. A stronger beer
called Away Days has also been brewed; planned
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for 4.8 %, it has ended up accidentally at 5.9% !
Some people may have noticed that the beers
didn't appear at our Fleetwood festival. Two barrels
were waiting for us at the brewery, but a brewery
needs a particular number from HMRC before it can
legally trade, and the number turned up a day too
late. However, now that’s sorted, WCR beers can
and will appear elsewhere, with the Pump &
Truncheon becoming a regular outlet.
Rick Pickup

REVITALISATION
THE STORY CONTINUES ... !
It seems a long time since Wardy and I gave you
our thoughts on this stirring subject - in the 2016
Winter edition (No 96) of this very organ. Well,
since then, things have been trundling along, with
almost the same ponderous traction as Brexit though with possibly one signiﬁcant diﬀerence: it
looks as if Revitalisation may actually be about to
deliver a result !
The initial outcomes will be decided at this
year’s National Members’ Weekend in Coventry in
April. Those that involve changes to CAMRA’s
Articles of Association (which govern its
constitution as a legal company) will be presented
as Special Resolutions (SRs) during the AGM part of
the Weekend. There may also be policy issues to
come before the Conference part of the Weekend
(as motions for debate). (The Weekend is split in
two: ﬁrst, the formal AGM bit required by company
law, where constitutional matters and accounts are
approved etc, and then the more open-ended
Conference bit, where we have guest speakers,
consider CAMRA policy changes, make awards etc.)
Those of you who are new to all this or have
been quietly (and understandably) slumbering
through the last two years may welcome a recap.
Revitalisation (for heaven’s sake, what a name,
let’s shorten it to “Revvy”) is a wholesale
reassessment of what CAMRA is about - its
objectives, purpose, the lot. CAMRA has been on
the go for over 40 years and things have changed
dramatically over that time. So a complete
reappraisal seems sensible.
The views of all CAMRA’s members have been
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surveyed three times, a report of the ﬁndings from
this was produced in November 2016 and its
recommendations were discussed in workshops at
last year’s Members’ Weekend in Bournemouth.
CAMRA’s National Executive (NE) have now shaken
all of this down into the resolutions mentioned
above, and crunch time approaches: We the
Members must decide whether we agree with them
or not. To prepare the way for this, the NE
embarked on a series of presentations round the
country to help us understand what is being
proposed. Some of us went to the most local one in
Ulverston on 17th February. We few, we happy few
- I would estimate there were only about 30 of us
there from the whole West Pennines region to
listen to an NE member, Ben Wilkinson, and
CAMRA’s Chief Executive, Tim Page. Ben and Tim
laid on a pretty decent show for us and ﬁelded the
subsequent questions. I won’t bore you with a
blow-by-blow account of it all - though it was lively
and good-humoured - not least because I think the
NE have already set out their stall for April and are
not minded to change the contents at this late
stage. So it was really only giving us a kind of
preview. Which, you could conclude, might rather
diminish the potential value of the presentation.
Never mind, in theory we came away wiser. And
maybe Ben and Tim went away wiser too - at least
they know what we think.
What then are the key outcomes going to
Coventry in April ? At the time of writing, we have
only seen the proposed changes (the SRs) to
CAMRA’s Articles of Association. If you are a
CAMRA member, you should have received details
in your March “What’s Brewing” and also perhaps
in an email (if you have email) from CAMRA HQ
entitled “Online Voting”. (The email includes online links to all the documents - and to a
“Discourses Forum”, where you can read what
CAMRA’s chattering classes are saying about it all,
and more besides - a bit nerdy but well worth a
browse if only for the entertainment.) There are ten
SRs altogether, most of them intended to replace
Article 2 (which deals with CAMRA’s high level
objectives). Don’t worry, I’m not going to spell
them all out ! Most of them strike me as pretty
sensible - almost, motherhood and apple pie - but,
broadly, they are a complete re-statement of
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CAMRA’s purpose. They are much more wideranging than the present Article 2, probably
reﬂecting the extent of change since the time of
the original draft. For example, cider and perry now
appear for the ﬁrst time, and, interestingly, there is
less reference to “real ale” (it appears upfront in a
resolution (SR 2) to “secure the long term future of
real ale, real cider and real perry” but hardly at all
thereafter).
Potentially, the most contentious change appears
in SR 6, which would require CAMRA “to act as the
voice and represent the interests of ALL pub-goers
and beer, cider and perry drinkers” (my capitals).
The intention would be to “position CAMRA as the
representative and spokesperson for all UK beer,
cider and perry drinkers and pub-goers” - ie. not
merely REAL ale, cider and perry drinkers. Quite
how that would be done, or to what extent, is not
fully spelt out, but it seems clear from the
supporting rationale that it is meant to broaden
CAMRA’s appeal and might involve some
recognition of non-real “quality” beers etc (which
could then start appearing at CAMRA beer
festivals).
As many of you will probably know, this issue has
provoked a raging debate within CAMRA for years,
but the desire for change emerged very strongly
from the above membership consultations.
“Revvy” champions real ale as “the pinnacle of the
brewers’ art” but may now seek to open the door
more widely.
However, much will depend on how SR 6 is taken
forward - IF it is accepted. If the main focus was to
be on pub campaigning, that should be much less

contentious - after all, a lot of current pub
campaigning covers all drinkers in pubs already. I
think it also has much greater potential to activate
CAMRA members and persuade new people to join
us for the right reasons (eg. active campaigning
rather than merely spending Wetherspoons’
vouchers).
Anyway, I have already made my own decisions
on “Revvy”: despite some unease, I am voting in
favour of all these resolutions. Simply to move the
whole thing forward to the next stage.
Unquestionably, there could be numerous devils in
the detail, but to stand still is to reject the
challenge of the future. These resolutions would
become just the start of a wholesale re-focusing of
the Campaign. So there could be much more to do
and many debates still to be had. Bring it on !
I hope I haven’t put you oﬀ ! I do STRONGLY
RECOMMEND, especially if you’re a CAMRA
member, that you explore the “Revvy" resolutions
and the supporting rationale for yourself. AND, if
you are not going to the Members’ Weekend in
Coventry, I also STRONGLY SUGGEST that you
register your opinions by PROXY VOTE (before 18th
April). This can be done on-line or by paper (March
“What’s Brewing” has the needful).
It is high time the Silent Majority of CAMRA’s
190,000-strong membership broke their silence.
Only about 2-3,000 members (less than 2 %) tend
to go to the Weekend and it seems wrong to me in
principle that they alone should decide things like
this - “on our behalf” !
But that’s another issue !
Neil Pascoe

